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Jennifer Stanley is a partner in the Intellectual Property and
Technology Transactions Groups and Chair of the Copyright
Group at Fenwick & West LLP, a law firm specializing in
technology and life sciences matters. Ms. Stanley is resident in
the San Francisco office. Her practice concentrates on
structuring, drafting and negotiating complex commercial
transactions relating to intellectual property, with a particular
focus on new media transactions, including video game
development agreements (online, offline and mobile), video
and user generated content uploading and distribution
agreements, copyright counseling, eCommerce counseling,
online advertising agreements (advertiser and publisher),
social networking, technology development and distribution
agreements, inbound and outbound technology license
agreements, strategic alliances, and intellectual property
issues arising in mergers and acquisitions. Ms. Stanley is a
member of the firm’s transactional privacy and data security
practice, assisting clients to confront and manage the
international risks associated with handling consumer and
employee information. She also advises clients on the legal
issues that arise when running sweepstakes, contests and
promotions. Among the clients she has represented are:
 Airbnb, Inc.
 IronLore Entertainment
 Bioware
 LimeLife
 Blue Fang Games
 Next New Networks
 Cisco Systems
 PodTech Network
 Greystripe
 Revver
 Human Head Studios
 Stormfront Studios
 Inner Workings
 Vibrant Media
Ms. Stanley attended law school at University College, Dublin,
Ireland, graduating with a Bachelor of Civil Law in 1994. She
then attended the Vrije Universiteit De Brussel, Brussels,
Belgium, receiving a Masters Degree in International and
Comparative Law in 1995. From 1995 to 1996 Ms. Stanley
worked at the European Commission in Brussels at the
Consumer Technology division (Unit C3) of the European
Competition Authority (DGIV). She qualified as a Solicitor in
Ireland and worked for Eugene F. Collins Solicitors, Dublin
from 1996-1998. She is a member of the Law Society of
Ireland, and the California Bar Association.

